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Even for a busy reviewer of highly esteemed surgical

journals, it is rare feeling the urge not only to comment but

to write an editorial on a submitted manuscript. This has

been the case with the work by Suarez-Grau et al. [1]. The

form and methodology are sound, the style is flawless and

the results are original but far from spectacular. It is

something different in that experimental work on synthetic

absorbable meshes with antibiotic coating to be used in

contaminated wound fields, which immediately rang a bell.

By designing the study in this specific way the authors

blended three of the most acute issues in current hernia

research. In short:

• Will synthetic absorbable meshes replace biologics and

should they widely be used for hernia repair?

• What kind of modifications to existing mesh materials

can be expected to better target the needs and

requirements of modern hernia surgery (e.g., antibiot-

ics, new antiadhesive compounds, new agents for self-

fixation…)

And most importantly

• Will any consensus be reached if meshes (regardless if

synthetic or biologic) should be used in contaminated

wound fields at all?

It is not within the scope of this editorial to provide

satisfying answers to any of these questions. However, it

seems clear that the authors of the article have hit the

‘‘heart of darkness’’, the area of the most controversial

debates and the fiercest pros and cons.

Let us begin with the provocative question what biologic

meshes could contribute to hernia repair in the past decade?

Astonishingly little, given the fact that there is still little

evidence, which would support their use. The products and

the companies behind them merely survive on the

assumption that they outperform synthetic meshes in con-

taminated wound fields. Interestingly enough, this mantra-

like promise could not been validated beyond doubt, yet

[2].

Taking advantage of the increasing disbelief and dis-

appointment in biologic meshes, absorbable synthetic

materials are now promoted as an alternative [3]. They

are significantly cheaper and preliminary studies suggest

good tissue integration, but different issues arise from this

development. Most hernia surgeons and researchers will

struggle to define the patient population in which it was

safe to implant absorbable meshes without an increased

risk of recurrences. This will remain a hard task, bearing

in mind that we still cannot reproducibly distinguish

patients suffering from ventral hernias due to a technical

error in midline closure from those striven by a disorder

of collagen formation. In the later all would agree that an

absorbable mesh (as well as a biologic?) might not be the

right choice.

Coming to the field of mesh coating, the combination of

mesh with antibiotics is not new and we have seen a trend

toward antibiotically impregnated suture materials in our

ORs (although even here recent literature provides con-

troversial data) [4, 5]. In hernia meshes, it is still not a

common property. It should not be forgotten that this
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practice raises interesting questions, like putting a drainage

to the mesh compartment and how this would affect the

local concentration of the drug.

The underlying reason for antibiotic coating is the desire

(and need?) of hernia surgeons to place meshes in con-

taminated or even dirty wound fields. The authors of this

editorial feel that this is one of the most important issues

demanding clarification and recommendation. We sin-

cerely believe that in most cases it is avoidable to use a

mesh under such conditions if clinicians and patients can

endure a lengthy treatment regimen [6]. We emphasize that

a clean wound situation should be achieved before a final

closure is attempted (this has been possible in most patients

even after disastrous courses of closing an open abdomen

after the prolonged treatment of secondary peritonitis).

Repair of the hernia was performed when the local situa-

tion has improved. It is only then, that extensive repairs

with or without the assistance of the plastic surgeon can

safely be performed and excellent long-term results

achieved. None of the famed studies on biologic matrices

can contradict this statement. Literature and own experi-

ence also indicate that vacuum-assisted closure (VAC�)

therapy is a useful option for salvaging infected mesh [7].

Although we appreciate and respect different approa-

ches to this matter it must be clear that it was the promise

of the superior performance of biologics in dirty wounds

that made many surgeons change their routine and not the

pure medical necessity. The old saying ‘‘there is no short

cut in surgery’’ depicts the situation adequately—opting for

a quick fix in challenging hernia repairs may set back the

patients by years if not a life time if the primary closure

strategy fails.

In summary, the authors of the article should be thanked

for their sensitivity to shape a work that beyond the data

contained contributes to the reflection on current

proceedings and to the quest to deliver the best treatment

strategies and implants to our patients.
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